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KAK secret society "Knights Are Kannibals" revealed 

Kim Jong Claire 
Web(ster's dictionary) 

What started as faction of the secret 
society the Illuminati, turned awry this 
past year when students transformed it 
into a cannibalistic sacrificial cult. 

While many students will try to con
vince you that KAK stands 
for "Kick [Gluteus Maxi
mus] Knights", it is secretly 
known to mean "Knights 
Are Knowledgeable" which 
stood for a secret society 
of the Hellgate elite. The 
"Knights Are Knowledge
able" secret society was 
founded in 1908 and was 
based off of the Illuminati. 
For over 100 years the 
society thrived in superior 
intellectual peace until this 
past year the current un
named leader .of the KAK 
developed a taste for hu
man flesh when traveling. 

"I spent three weeks 

said, "It's the twenty first century, we 
needed a change!" Soon after the chang
es were made, "Knights Are Knowledge
able" decided to change their name to 
something more fitting-"Knights Are Kan
nibals". 

"Knights Are Kannibals" holds their 
ritualistic meetings deep in the tunnels 
underneath the school (so you can't hear 
the screams). So far the club is thriving 

and always 
looking for new 
members (es
pecially weak 
ones). If you 
would like join 
or volunteer 
as sacrifice 
please write a 
detailed letter 
to "The Lance" 
describing your 
worthiness for 
such excel
lence. When I 
hinted to my 
editor that I 
might be a part 
of such a se-

connecting spiritually with Hellgate Illuminati members prac- cret phenome
non, she insisted 
I write this article 

a village of cannibals and tice rituals in the resource room. 
thought 'Hey, Hellgate's elite Photo by Midnight Taker 
could really use this spiritual 
and physical enlightenment' and so I 
brought back some spices and special 
recipes and took it to another level." 

The anonymous leader claims that 
the other m~mbers of KAK accepted the 
change with open arms. One member 

about it. Here's a 
day in the life of a KAK member: 
4:00am-Enter the lair of KAK through 
the secret hidden entrance (blood dona
tion required) 
4:05am-Ritualistic chanting and lighting 
of the candles 

4:30am-Tie down human sacrifice 
(already expired of natural causes) and 
tenderly begin to spice. 
5:45am- Dismember the remains and 
begin the slow roasting process whilst 
taking care of the weekly agenda, old 
and new business. 
6:00am- Finish meal preparations 
6: 15-Serve up 
6:20- Recite Knights Are Kannibals 
pledge 
***I pledge to maintain my daily flesh 
intake, to hold as essential and tasty an 
untarnished corpse, to endeavor intel
ligently and courageously to be an eater, 
and to give of myself freely in service to 
others. In so doing, I shall prove myself 
worthy of a place in the Knights Are Kan
nibals society. 
7:00am-clean up, cremate remains 
(ever wondered why we have a smoke 
stack?), and prepare for school 

Knights Are Knowledgeable is suspected 
to have been responsible for: 

The "supernatural" ghostlike activ
ity going on at Hellgate for years 
• The "accidental" colrapse of the 
old boiler room 

The attempted assassination of 
Richard Nixon when he spoke at the 
school on September 24, 1952. 

The employment of Wayne Seitz 
• The "relocation" of Russ Lodge 
• The disappearance of several 
foreign exchange students 
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